Abstract. Formal dynamic analysis of Message Passing Interface (MPI) programs is crucially important in the context of developing HPC applications. Existing dynamic verification tools for MPI programs suffer from exponential schedule explosion, especially when multiple non-deterministic receive statements are issued by a process. In this paper, we focus on detecting messageorphaning deadlocks within MPI programs. For this analysis target, we describe a sound heuristic that helps avoid schedule explosion in most practical cases while not missing deadlocks in practice. Our method hinges on initially computing the potential non-deterministic matches as conventional dynamic analyzers do, but then including only the entries which are found relevant to cause a refusal deadlock (essentially a macroscopic-view persistent-set reduction technique). Experimental results are encouraging.
Introduction
The Message Passing Interface (MPI, [9] ) is one of the central APIs used in large-scale high performance computing (HPC) simulations. Most of today's supercomputers and high performance clusters are programmed using MPI, and this trend is expected to continue [6] . There are also embedded system communication standards built around message passing, such as MCAPI [8] . In this paper, we study the problem of adequately testing message passing programs using formal techniques for the purpose of deadlock detection. While our research is conducted with MPI-specific details, with relatively minor modifications our results also apply to other message passing paradigms.
In MPI, message send commands directly address the destination process while message receives are of two types: either directly address the source process (called deterministic receives) or the non-deterministic (or "wildcard") receives that can receive from any sender that targets the process issuing such a receive. The sends and receives issued by an MPI process that target the same destination or source from the same process are required to match in program order (the "non-overtaking rule of MPI", Section 3.5 in [9] ). The MPI runtime computes the eligible matches for each receive operation. The matching operations are called match pairs. At any runtime state of an MPI program, a deterministic receive will always have a single matching send, thus, all concurrent match pairs consisting of deterministic receives and matching sends can commute (i.e. match pairs can interleave resulting in the same program state). This is because all such match pairs have non-overlapping destinations/sources. However, nondeterministic receive matches do not, in general, commute. A non-deterministic receive R( * ) can have multiple eligible matching senders; an R( * ) matching a send S i results in a system state different from when another send S j matches the same receive where S i and S j are issued from different processes. This is not good news for dynamic partial order reduction (DPOR [3]) methods because in many MPI programs, R( * ) calls occur in sequence (typically in a loop). Thus, it seems that any DPOR technique is doomed to examine an exponential number of interleavings-something that does not bode well for our Exascale computing aspirations (exascale roadmap [10] ) in which several message passing APIs (including MPI) are expected to play an important role. This paper develops a simple but very effective (in practice) heuristic that avoids the afore-mentioned schedule explosion in many cases.
Background and Related Work.
It is important to have a balanced portfolio of verification tools in any area-including for MPI. Informal testing approaches for MPI (e.g., based on schedule perturbation [18]) do not guarantee coverage, and are also highly redundant because they will, in practice, generate many equivalent schedules (e.g., permuting deterministic message match pairs). While static analyzers for MPI exist (e.g., [1]), they are known to be unsound (can generate too many false alarms) when used for bug-hunting, due to their overapproximation of possible message matches. Modelchecking based methods (e.g., MPI-SPIN [12]) can guarantee coverage, but on models of MPI programs; such models are very difficult to create, and become obsolete with each design change.
From a designer's perspective, dynamic formal testing tools are attractive in many ways: (1) they are sound (meaning no false alarms), (2) they can be made complete with respect to non-determinism coverage (meaning no omissions w.r.t. a safety property). Formal dynamic verifiers such as ISP [14, 17] and DAMPI [15, 16] take an approach that integrates the best features of testing tools (ability to run on user applications) and model checking (message match non-determinism coverage guarantees). They run the MPI program under the control of verification-oriented scheduling mechanisms (a central scheduler for ISP and logical clocks for DAMPI). The MPI semantics-aware algorithms of these tools guarantee non-determinism coverage (e.g., all the potential match pairs w.r.t. a non-deterministic receive) while not examining the schedule space with respect to commuting deterministic receive/send match pairs. They have been shown to scale up to 1000 MPI processes for many MPI programs (in the case of DAMPI). The scheduling mechanisms in these tools are robust across all MPI-compliant platforms and computational delays between communication calls. However, these dynamic verification tools suffer from the aforesaid exponential schedule explosion when a sequence of R( * ) commands are issued. A practical dynamic verification tool that avoids this schedule explosion and provides reasonable coverage is, to the best of our knowledge, currently unavailable. This paper describes such a tool.
